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For the most pan, it has been a good experience researching the material for these reports, and writing and
publishing them. The National Data Processing Division is no exception, and management has had to take a
hard look at the various functions it subsidizes. Although it was ready in December, printing and distribution
were delayed pending final decision on the status of PC TAP. Back issues of most are available; call us or
send an Email of you want copies. At that time, we also referred to our in-progress project to look at these two
products in more depth, and promised to provide a more detailed report upon completion of the evaluation.
With the help of the PC TAP External Resource Network, users of spreadsheets and graphics software who
were willing to serve as evaluators were identified. The group represented a good cross-section of the user
community, with self-reports of level-of-expertise with spreadsheets and graphics programs ranging from
novice to expert. Lotus Development Corporation generously provided evaluation copies of the software to
those who participated. PC TAP developed an evaluation questionnaire, which each evaluator completed and
returned to us. Their ratings and their feedback are summarized on the following pages. This functionality is
called Wysiwyg, for what-you-see-is-what-you-get. The 1 Wysiwyg environment brings with it a variety of
formatting options, on-screen fonts, colors, text- formatting, shading, and graphics capabilities. When the
Wysiwyg option is included in the installation, the user can switch between it and the traditional environment
by toggling between their respective menus. Lotus Development Corporation calls Release 2. Beyond the
basic hardware platform, system requirements are fairly modest. The table below, which was taken from the
Getting Started manual that is included with the program documentation, addresses this issue in more detail.
Lets you format, print, and add graphics to the worksheets you create. Auditor, Viewer, and Macro Library
Manager add features to Online tutorial that teaches you how to use the Wysiwyg add-in to create more
professional-looking worksheets. Lets you display and print the graphs you create in Unless you plan to
convert worksheets from other programs, you do not need to transfer Translate. Disk space required 1,, bytes
2,, bytes , bytes 1,, bytes , bytes , bytes By default, the Install program automatically transfers , Wysiwyg,
Add-lns, Go! Some quick calculations show that you need nearly 7MB of hard disk space for the default
installation of 1 Release 2. Another installation option that affects disk space is Wysiwyg fonts. In order for
Wysiwyg to make what-you-get look like what-you-see, fonts must be generated that are compatible with the
printer drivers you specify during the installation process. The available fonts are Courier, Dutch, Swiss, and
Xsymbol, for which users may select among three available sets of type sizes. The Basic set includes point
sizes 4, 6, 8,10,12,14,18, and 24; the Medium set adds type sizes 9,11,16, and 36 to the Basic set; and the
Extended set includes all the previously-mentioned sizes along with sizes 5,7,13, 30, 48, 60, and 72 point. The
ranges in space requirements are related to the characteristics of your monitor and of the printer drivers you
install. We asked product testers to rate various features on a 1-to-5 scale, with 1 being the least favorable
rating and 5 being the most favorable. Participants were asked to enter a score of zero if they did not actually
test a given feature, or if for some other reason they were unable to formulate an opinion. Average scores for
each question are given in the following paragraphs, along with selected comments from evaluators. When we
have insights through our own experience at PC TAP that shed light on any of the questions, our comments
are included as well. Several people found the process to be quick and easy. One said, "Installation was
absolutely no trouble at all," and added that a cursory review of the manual allowed him to complete the
process "within minutes of receipt of the software. Use the 1 menu to create spreadsheets; use the Wysiwyg
menu prepare presentations and reports. Some new commands have been added to the conventional menu bar
to accommodate new features. The folks at Lotus are quick to point out that new commands have been added
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at the end of the list to avoid disturbing the placement and order of previous commands with which current
users are familiar. This is seen as a major concession to user-friendliness. Use of the menus follows the rules
of previous versions of You use the familiar forward-slash key to activate the menu; the colon key is used in
the same way to bring up the Wysiwyg menu. Switching between menus, or modes, is accomplished by
striking the forward-slash or the colon, as appropriate for the desired function. You can configure 1 to always
come up with Wysiwyg active, or you can elect to activate it only upon demand. Along with questions related
to Wysiwyg, we asked our evaluators about the mouse support that is included in release 2. For example, you
can toggle between the and Wysiwyg menus by clicking the right button. To execute a command, you click
with the left button. Scrolling can be done by clicking on scroll arrows or holding the button down while the
mouse pointer is on a scroll arrow. Worksheet cells can be "selected" by clicking on the desired cell with the
left mouse button. We asked evaluators to comment on how easy it was for them to adapt to switching
between the two available menus when working in 1 , and whether they chose to configure it so that Wysiwyg
loads automatically when 1 starts up. They were also asked to comment about whether they considered the
addition of new commands at the end of the command list to be a significantly user-friendly way in which to
implement those commands. For the question about how easy it was to adapt to switching between the 1 and
Wysiwyg menus, the average score was 4. Opinions about the use of commands versus a mouse were more
evenly divided. It reads and writes. A broad range of file sizes was reported. The smallest was 7K bytes with
55 cells; the largest K with 10, cells. The average of the others fell in the ranges of K bytes and 1,, cells.
Eighty percent of the respondents, Including the one reporting the largest spreadsheet, said they had "no
problems" bringing their existing files into Release 2. One person said it was necessary to save a Release 3.
Another said the style characteristics of an Allways file were lost in the transfer, but the file was successfully
read by Release 2. Dialog Boxes and Named Styles Along with incorporating a graphical interface and mouse
support, Release 2. Dialog boxes use check boxes, option buttons, text boxes, command boxes, and list boxes
to display available function options and solicit user command input. Rather than moving through a list of
commands and pressing Enter with the cursor on the desired option, with dialog boxes the mouse is used,
typically to click in a box beside the function or command option of choice. Popup dialog boxes, which
overlay their "parents," take the place of nested menus. In , users may turn dialog boxes off if they prefer to
use command menus instead. Named styles are groups of formatting commands you create and save with a
user-defined name. For example, if you routinely create reports that have many common characteristics
headings, fonts, text colors, underlining, bolding, columnar characteristics, etc. Thereafter, whenever you want
to create a document with the characteristics defined in a particular named style, you can just indicate the
range of cells to which you want to apply those characteristics and specify the name of the style you want to
use. In our evaluation questionnaire, we asked participants to indicate how helpful dialog boxes were in
increasing their productivity with , and how useful they thought named styles would be in their day-to-day
work. On the 1-to-5 scale, the average scores for dialog boxes and named styles were 4. Enhanced Graphics
The enhanced graphics capability is a major new feature in Release 2. With Wysiwyg you can create a graph
in and imbed it in a worksheet with a hot link between the graph and the spreadsheet data. Thereafter, when
the data are revised, 1 automatically updates the graph to reflect the changes. With the graphics editing
window, text, lines, arrows, polygons, rectangles, ellipses, and symbols can be added to graphs. Our
evaluators were asked to individually rate the three basic steps in the graphics process. Here are the results:
Task Score Creating a new graph 3. Here are some examples: Best thing since expanded memory!!!! The
graphics enhancements is a significant improvement. Still not as easy as a Mac. Not much different from 2.
With Viewer, you can browse your hard disk and read the contents of many files without ever leaving In
operation, Viewer opens two side-by-side windows on your screen. The names of subdirectories and files
appear In the narrower left-hand List window, while the contents of the currently-selected file are displayed in
the right-hand View window. It tries to display any selected file, but some, such as executable code, will yield
only unreadable characters and symbols. Viewer can be used to quickly and easily create links between
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worksheets. When related worksheets are linked, changes to one are reflected in related data in the other s. An
example of a situation where linked files would be advantageous is the case where various groups are
responsible for portions of a master report. The master report might list tallies that input from each group.
Somewhat surprisingly, file browsing ranked higher, with a 4. Perhaps browsing is a much more
commonly-used feature, which would explain why it was judged more favorably. Enhanced Print Function
The literature on Release 2. The Wysiwyg Print dialog boxes provide for quick and easy specifications of
margins, paper dimensions, printer driver, and page numbers to print from the selected document. A key
feature is the ability to make a report fit on a single page. For example, suppose you create a report containing
text, graphics, and worksheet data. Upon inspecting the result with the print preview function, you find that it
overflows the page by several lines. By selecting Layout Compression Automatic horn the Print menu, you
can instruct to scale down the entire report to fit within the dimensions of a single page. Another print
enhancement allows the user to preview a report in black-and-white mode. While your on-screen view of your
report may include text and graphics of various colors, this function lets you preview what it will look like
when printed on a black and white printer. On the evaluation form, we simply asked testers to indicate how
satisfied they were with the printing capabilities of the product.
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Compared to earlier programs, VisiCalc allowed one to easily construct free-form calculation systems for
practically any purpose, the limitations being primarily memory and speed related. The application was so
compelling that there were numerous stories of people buying Apple II machines to run the program. This
included the IBM PC when it launched in , where it quickly became another best-seller, with an estimated ,
sales in the first six months on the market. In spite of these, and others, VisiCalc continued to outsell them all.
Unlike Microsoft Multiplan , it stayed very close to the model of VisiCalc, including the "A1" letter and
number cell notation, and slash-menu structure. It was cleanly programmed and relatively bug-free, gained
speed from being written completely in x86 assembly language this remained the case for all DOS versions
until 3. However, because the two video boards used different RAM and port addresses, both could be
installed in the same machine and so Lotus took advantage of this by supporting a "split" screen mode
whereby the user could display the worksheet portion of on the sharper monochrome video and the graphics
on the CGA display. The initial release of supported only three video setups, CGA , MDA in which case the
graph maker was not available or dual monitor mode. The ability to have high-resolution text and graphics
capabilities at the expense of color proved extremely popular and Lotus is credited with popularizing the
Hercules graphics card. The early versions of also had a key disk copy protection. While the program was hard
disk installable, the user had to insert the original floppy disk when starting up. This protection scheme was
easily cracked and a minor inconvenience for home users, but proved a serious nuisance in an office setting.
Starting with Release 3. This was an irreversible process unless one had made an exact copy of the original
disk so as to be able to change names if he transferred the program to someone else. Boy, are they looking for
! This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. These were able to not only read files, but also
execute many or most macro programs by incorporating the same command structure. Copyright law had first
been understood to only cover the source code of a program. After the success of lawsuits which claimed that
the very " look and feel " of a program were covered, Lotus sought to ban any program which had a
compatible command and menu structure. Program commands had not been considered to be covered before,
but the commands of were embedded in the words of the menu displayed on the screen. However, when they
sued Borland over its Quattro Pro spreadsheet in Lotus v. Borland , the courts ruled that it was not a copyright
violation to merely have a compatible command menu or language. In , the First Circuit found that command
menus are an uncopyrightable "method of operation" under section b of the Copyright Act. The menu structure
example, slash File Erase was itself an advanced version of single letter menus introduced in VisiCalc. It
arrived on PCs with the release of Windows 2. However, Lotus suffered technical setbacks in this period.
Version 3 of Lotus , fully converted from its original macro assembler to the more portable C language, was
delayed by more than a year as the totally new had to be made portable across platforms and fully compatible
with existing macro sets and file formats. The inability to fit the larger code size of compiled C into
lower-powered machines forced the company to split its spreadsheet offerings, with release 3 only for
higher-end machines, and a new version 2. During the early s, Windows grew in popularity and along with it
Excel, which gradually displaced Lotus from its leading position. A planned total revamp of for Windows fell
apart and all that the company could manage was a Windows adaptation of their existing spreadsheet with no
changes except using a graphical interface. Additionally, several versions of had different features and slightly
different interfaces. It intended to expand the rudimentary all-in-one into a fully-fledged spreadsheet, graph,
database and word processor for DOS, but none of the integrated packages ever really succeeded. As a result,
Microsoft "punished the IBM PC Company with higher prices, a late license for Windows 95 , and the
withholding of technical and marketing support. Because of this uncertainty, IBM machines were sold without
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Windows 95, while Compaq , HP , and other companies sold machines with Windows 95 from day one. IBM
stated, "Customers will no longer be able to receive support for these offerings after 30 September No service
extensions will be offered. There will be no replacement programs. Data features included sorting data in any
defined rectangle, by order of information in one or two columns in the rectangular area. Justifying text in a
range into paragraphs allowed it to be used as a primitive word processor. It had keyboard-driven pop-up
menus as well as one-key commands, making it fast to operate. It was also user-friendly, introducing an early
instance of context-sensitive help accessed by the F1 key. Macros in version one and add-ins introduced in
version 2. Early versions used the filename extension "WKS". Later versions supported multiple worksheets
and were written in C.
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Showing all editions for 'The Lotus guide to Freelance graphics for Windows, release ' The Lotus guide to Freelance
graphics for Windows, release 1.

Go to top To edit file attachments When you choose to edit an attachment, Notes opens the file in the
application the attachment was created with. When you save and close the edited attachment in the
application, Notes replaces the old file with the updated file attached in the document. You do not have to
delete the old attachment from the document and attach the newly edited attachment. When you close the
Notes document, click Yes to save the changes in the attachment, or click No to reverse the changes. Select
the file attachment by clicking it. Choose Attachment - Edit. Edit the file, then save it in the application you
used to edit the attachment. When closing the Notes document, click "Yes" to save the document. Go to top
To save file attachments You can save an attached file to your hard disk, a floppy disk, or to a file server.
Notes saves a copy of the attached file and leaves the original attached to the document. If more than one file
is attached to a document, you can save some or all of the files at once. Do one of the following: To save one
file, select the file attachment, and choose Attachment - Save. To save some but not all files, drag your mouse
pointer across the files to select; choose Attachments - Save All Selected. To save all files, select any file
attachment; choose Attachment - Save All. Specify the drive and directory in which to store the file s. Tip To
save files to your operating system, select any attachment and drag it from the Notes document to a folder on
your operating system. Note To save an attachment to another document in the same database or a different
database, select the attachment, choose Edit - Copy, open the document you are pasting the attachment in,
place your cursor where you want the attachment to be, and then choose Edit - Paste. Go to top To delete file
attachments You can delete one attachment, some attachments, or all attachments from a document. You
cannot retrieve attachments once you delete them from a document. To remove one file, select the file
attachment, and choose Attachment - Remove. To remove some but not all files, drag your mouse pointer
across the files to select; choose Attachments - Remove All Selected. To remove all files, select any file
attachment; choose Attachment - Remove All.
4: LOTUS FREELANCE GRAPHICS for DOS Release Free Shipping - $ | PicClick
Includes Lotus for Windows, Ami Pro for Windows, Freelance Graphics for Windows, and cc:Mail for Windows. System
Requirements: IBM PC or compatible ( or higher) including IBM PS/2 and Compaq.

5: IBM What file types does the DB2 Document Manager Viewer support? - United States
Lotus Freelance Graphics Release for Windows in Disks Vintage NIB.

6: Lotus Smartsuite: Software | eBay
Lotus SmartSuite for Windows, High density disk required. For Windows operating systems or , For PC's IBM &
compatibles www.enganchecubano.com: Lotus SmartSuite Release 2 w/ Lotus Freelance Graphics For Windows.

7: IBM Lotus SmartSuite
Vintage Lotus Freelance Graphics For Windows Release - NEW! This vintage Lotus Freelance Graphics for Windows is
brand new in package. The plastic wrapper has somehow come undone on its own on the front.
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8: Lotus Computer Software for sale | eBay
Lotus Freelance Graphics , Freelance Graphics , Approach and Organizer ) 95 until 15 minutes prior to the release of
Windows

9: Lotus Development Corporation - EDM2
New DOS Releases of Lotus and Freelance Graphics Introduction In PC TAP Consumer Report #13 we gave brief
descriptions of the new releases for DOS of two stalwarts of Lotus Development Corporation's software family: Lotus* Â°
for DOS Release , and Lotus Freelance Graphicsâ„¢ for DOS Release
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